
 

Hi! I’m Colin, here’s a little bit about me and my job role at West 
Cheshire Museums: 

What is your job?  
I’m an Education Assistant based mainly at Weaver Hall museum in Northwich, occasionally 
working at the Lion Salt Works. Largely the job entails presenting sessions for school visits, the 
sessions range from Prehistory to life in the Workhouse though my favourite ones deal with 
Saxons & Vikings, some sessions are costumed. As well as presenting the sessions we need to 
research the latest information & rewrite them as & when required, this is especially important 
for Prehistory & the ‘Dark ages’ where new archaeological information constantly altered our 
historical perceptions. We also plan & do craft sessions during the school holidays.  

What did you do before getting your job? 

Largely a mixture of Civil 
Servant & motorcycle courier. 
After 2 brief spells in the Civil 
Service (before & after 
University) I became a 
despatch rider in London 
eventually becoming a 
Controller & Despatch 
Manager at the largest  
independent travel agency 
(mostly business travel) in the 
UK. After moving to Cheshire I 
spent a short time doing 
courier work before taking a 
job at the DWP, a soul 
destroying job & totally unlike 
my earlier spells in the Civil 
Service. 

When did you decide 
you wanted to work 
for a museum? 

After redundancy from the DWP I volunteered at Weaver Hall Museum (at that time ‘the Salt 
Museum’). Luckily it coincided with an exhibition installation on Anglo Saxon Cheshire, I’ve been 
fascinated by the ‘Dark Ages’ since Uni so I helped to install the exhibition & then helped out 



with the sessions that followed on from that. Initially those sessions were ½ day ones but they 
eventually evolved into the full day ‘living history’ & archaeology sessions we run today. We are 
justifiably proud of our Saxon & Viking sessions having won a Stanford Award for quality, been 
told by a teachers we were better than the Yorvik Center & have a constant flow of both new & 
returning schools. 

What qualifications do you need for your job? 

I don’t have any formal qualifications for this but 30 years of experience as an historical 
reenactor & living historian. That & I suppose every job I’ve ever had has involved dealing with 
people, old or young doesn’t matter, people are people. 

Who inspired you to get where you are? 

Many of my friends are in teaching or museums. Through the living history events I’ve done I’ve 
always enjoyed passing on information. Probably most important was Tom Hughes, the 
Education Officer at the Salt Museum when I first turned up. Incredibly intelligent & artistically 
skilled, full of energy & just great fun to work with either on projects or doing sessions. 

What is your favourite gallery/museum? 

Possibly Portsmouth Historic Dockyard, some fantastic exhibits on a couple of sites that takes 
ages to mooch round. I was also over in France last year near Arras visiting a war grave & they 
have some amazing museums & monuments that are incredibly moving. 

What is one of the favourite things you like about your current job? 

I really enjoy working with the children. Our sessions are intended obviously to be educational 
but also fun, sometimes confrontational, hopefully inspirational. Most days when the sessions 
are done you feel physically & mentally drained but in a good way. Also Weaver Hall has a 
cracking team of people, loads of talent & quite often, homemade cakes!  

What tips would you give to someone wanting to make a career in the 
museum & heritage sector? 

Be patient & keep your eyes & ears open but if job openings are initially not there then 
volunteer, get involved but make sure it is in an environment that you have a genuine interest in. 
Always be prepared to do the unexpected. 


